
WHERE CAN I HANG MY CAPE? 

How the super hero craze has managed to maintain appeal with little end in sight 
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 This Friday marks the release of Marvel studio’s third Avengers movie. It’s expected to 

break box office records like its two previous installments, the first of which still owns the title 

of largest opening weekend of all time with 200.3 million dollars (IMDB.com)—a record which, 

according to early estimates from Fandango the online ticket site, might be moving on to this 

latest sequel. Now, with Marvel’s usual mainstay actors Robert Downey Jr., Jeremy Renner, and 

Scarlet Johansen all hanging up their repulsor blasters and leather jumpsuits, it begs the question: 

Has the superhero genre finally run out of steam?  

 Not if you ask Kevin Feige, Marvel’s wonder producer and studio president, whose name 

has been attached to virtually every Marvel project for the last twenty five years. Feige says,  

“The highest priority is whatever the next movie up is… and making it original and 
unexpected… But I think whether it’s Ant-Man, or Dr. Strange, or Inhumans, or 
Guardians of the Galaxy…[Laughs] We are very excited about bringing things like that, 
maybe things exactly like that, to the screen.”  

Feige goes on to talk about how he sees losing three of their franchise stars as more of a rebirth 

than a loss. He hopes to see new Marvel characters such as Iron Fist, Luke Cage, and Ms. Marvel 

join the fray and move into the spot light.   He says, “I loved Comic Con 2006, when we, as 

Marvel Studios, did our first panel, and a newspaper put us in the cover of their Entertainment 

section saying, ‘Marvel Calls Out the B-Team.’ We went… ‘We don’t think Iron Man, Thor and 

Cap are the B-Team! Whoa, what?’ I like being the underdog.” (Bibbiani)  



 While Feige continues to see a bright future for Marvel Studios as well the genre itself, 

not everyone agrees. Writer David Liberman sees a different outcome for comic book films 

quoting Susquehanna Financial Group’s Vasily Karasyov as saying, “ ‘As film studios dig 

deeper into catalogues for characters for new films, we think the chances of finding a break out 

property are diminishing fast’ — even though the films still come with high production costs — 

Karasyov writes.” If superhero films fail to catch on, then studios can forget about raking in lots 

of additional revenue from licensed merchandise. The bottom line: Investors should expect 

“growing risks to (financial growth) estimates” for companies including Disney and Time 

Warner that are looking to superheroes to help rescue their studio profits. While The Avengers 

and Marvel Studios’ string of other films have had large commercial success, it has led other 

studios to rethink their strategies for the future.  

Studios such as Warner Brothers and Lionsgate have decided to express their interest in 

comic book-related properties by merging it with another popular film movement: gearing films 

towards teenagers.  Warner Brothers studio is currently in production on Teen Titans, yet another 

team of superheroes, but in this case the teenaged sidekicks of the powerhouses of the DC 

Comics universe. It is their hope that they can find some of the same success that the Twilight 

and The Hunger Games franchises have garnered. Instead of Teams Edward and Jacob or Peeta 

and Gale, respectively, the studio hopes Team Robin or Team Superboy will capture the 

attention of both male and female audiences.  

It is Warner Brothers’ hope that by presenting these characters that are younger it will 

open them up to a wider range of audiences, Superboy in particular. Superman has always 

struggled to find mass audience appeal due to many people finding him “too powerful,” author 

Umberto Eco says of the Man of Steel, “Superman, then, must remain ‘inconsumable’ and at the 



same time be ‘consumed’ according to the ways of everyday life. He possesses the 

characteristics of timeless myth, but is accepted only be-cause his activities take place in our 

human and everyday world of time.”  In hopes of creating a more “consumable” Superman, 

Warner Brothers is introducing Superboy, a teenager cloned from the last son of Krypton. 

Audiences will meet a young man trying to find his place in the world while trapped in the 

shadow of a larger-than-life mentor. Producers of the Teen Titans hope to finally present a Man 

of Steel that audiences can relate to.  

Lionsgate is also banking on the appeal of teenaged superheroes with its acquisition of 

Invincible, an Image Comics character created by The Walking Dead’s Robert Kirkman. 

Invincible follows the teenage son of Earth’s greatest superhero Omni-man, a superman-esque 

hero, who betrays Earth forcing a climatic showdown between father and son. The film will 

follow him through the development of his powers, attempting to live as an ordinary teenager, 

and entering the wider world of being a superhero. 

Marvel studios isn’t afraid of aiming towards teenagers or younger audiences either. 

Later this year, Marvel and Pixar will be teaming up to bring Runaways, a film about a group of 

teenage superheroes banding together to stay out of the hands of their evil mastermind parents, to 

audiences worldwide. This is the second collaboration between the two Disney-owned 

properties, the first being 2014’s Power Pack which featured another set of super-powered teens. 

It was highly rumored from the moment that Disney acquired Marvel in 2009 that Marvel 

Studios and Pixar would collaborate, and after Power Packs box office success it’s no surprise 

they teamed again. (Wempler) Pixar loves the idea of presenting teenagers as intelligent and 

brave, and showing them working together instead of fighting amongst themselves.  



Adult heroes are, of course, still welcome in our local multiplexes; Warner Brothers is 

also set to release The Flash and Wonder Woman next year. The Flash is in the early stages of 

preproduction on a film that famed director Robert Zemeckis calls “a visual feast.” His initial 

plans for DC Comics’ Scarlet Speedster involve a combination of motion capture, as was used in 

films like Avatar, and normal filmed footage. Wonder Woman is currently filming in New 

Zealand under the leadership of Peter Jackson. The popular Lord of the Rings trilogy director 

says he hopes to put lead female superheroes on the map and is promising an epic modern story 

about ancient gods and myths. When asked if their separate films would, like the Marvel Studios 

films, connect to each other or others such as 2015’s Green Lantern Rebirth, both directors 

played it coy and answered, “We’ll see.”  

Other comic properties are moving away from film but finding a home in television. 

Comic creator Brian K. Vaughn’s sci-fi epic Y the Last Man is beginning production on its 

second season on HBO, while AMC’s zombie smash hit The Walking Dead shuffles into its final 

season next month. This is along with FX’s superhero police drama Powers and Fox’s new series 

American Vampire from famed creator Scott Snyder. The darker corners of the comic book genre 

seem yet to have been truly tapped and have begun to trickle through to the mainstream. So 

whether it’s a reboot, reimaging, original creation, or a character taken right out of the funny 

books, it would appear the superhero craze can, for now, be likened to Superman’s fight against 

injustice: “a never ending battle”. 
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